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curator statement: 

Christianity was a huge part of my upbringing, and though I’ve since 
denounced it as a part of my identity in adulthood, some ritualistic parts 
stayed with me. Namely, there was typically a part of service where the 
pastor would call for anyone experiencing hardship to approach the altar. 
Once people made their way, the rest of the congregation would gather 
around them, each person extending their hands to touch the person in 
front of or beside them. I remember thinking how peaceful and silently 
moving it was to experience hundreds of people coming together to cradle 
someone in safety—how reassuring it was to feel lost, tired or broken open 
and be swaddled in a laying on of hands willing you towards yourself. 
What does it look like to replicate this powerful kind of care in every 
interpersonal and communal interaction?

In For Colored Girls Who Have Considered Suicide/ When the Rainbow is 
Enuf by Ntozake Shange the closing poem, “a laying on of hands,” so 
perfectly encapsulates the specific kind of ache for community and softness 
I wanted to explore. What does it look like to create and nurture mutually 
replenishing rituals of intimacy between individuals and their 
communities? How do we cherish taking up space while staying cognizant 
of how the shape of that space affects those around us? How can our 
boundaries be just as caring for other people as they are for us?

I chose artists whose work weaved together and moved and whose 
work reminded me of taking a breath. I wanted the room to breathe and 
rest, to acknowledge and respond to an ache. While we continue through 
our cycles of missing and figuring out exactly what it is we’re promised, 
let’s remember to breathe.







































artwork (listed in order of appearance): 
Charity Harris. Silence. 2020, hand-braided and stitched 

synthetic hair over armature.
Charity Harris.Desire. 2020, hand-braided and stitched synthetic 

hair over armature.
Hanna Newman. Slipping. 2020. aqua resin, acrylic paint, foam. 
zipporah camille thompson. indigo pastoral. 2018. felted mixed 

wool, indigo, dye, hair weave, bones, paint, thread, cowrie, 
trim. Courtesy of whitespace gallery. 

MaDora Frey. Astral Basin. 2017. neon, metal mesh, mirror, wood 
zipporah camille thompson. queen cobra. 2019. crocheted rope, 

gesso, found and collected materials. Courtesy of 
whitespace gallery. 

Hanna Newman. Please stay/go. 2020. aqua resin, acrylic paint, 
foam, plywood. 

Hanna Newman. Apparently at some point last night I turned the 
shower on and left it running. I woke up to the floor all wet 
and the water running cold. 2020. aqua resin, acrylic paint, 
foam, used pillow, shellac. 

Arianna Khmelniuk / zapah_lab. captio (capture). 2020. rope, 
metal, fragranced paper, wax.

zipporah camille thompson. land mass: fields of glory. 2017. 
MaDora Frey. Big River Zen. 2019. glass, neon, wood.

	 




artist bios & statements: 

Hanna Newman is a sculptor from Minnesota, currently 
based in Atlanta, GA. Recent exhibitions include group show, 
“More Upstairs”, at the Temporary Art Center in Atlanta, GA, 
two-person exhibition, “Body Double”, at The Bakery in 
Atlanta, GA, and invitational group exhibition, “Ongoing 
Conversation”, in Kyoto, Japan. Newman is currently an 
Instructor of Record at Georgia State University where she is 
achieving her Master of Fine Arts degree with expected 
graduation in 2021.  

“My current figurative sculptures are deconstructed, fragmented and simplified 
renderings of the human form. Within these sculptures I integrate materials such 
as ceramics, foam, human hair, fabric, wood and plaster casts to mimic limbs and 
body mass creating diversity in the tactile quality of the surface. The colorful 
surfaces combined with the life-size scale of the sculptures further obscure the 
realistic appearance of these beings and place them in an otherworldly realm.
I am inspired by the relationship between interiority and exteriority, the mind 
and the physical world and between the conscious and unconscious. My 
fascination with the human psyche began with the development of my episodic 
sleep paralysis at a young age. Sleep paralysis traps me in a surreal state that 
exists somewhere beneath consciousness and above unconsciousness, depriving 
me of movement and causing me to hallucinate my surroundings. This 
reoccurring experience, while frightening and uncomfortable, has launched my 
exploration into the reservoirs of the human psyche. 

My surreal sculptures personify the human psyche through abstractions of the 
body with a focus on particular gestures that communicate emotional states. 
Together in a space these works exist in a dream-like setting and create an 



ambiguous narrative that playfully interacts with the viewers while subtly 
alluding to darker undertones.”

Charity Harris is an interdisciplinary artist from Atlanta, and 
currently residing in Washington D.C. She creates sculptures 
from found and ready-made materials using her Southern 
upbringing as the driving force for the content that fuels her 
work—race, religion, gender and the human relationship to 
nature. She combines the use of "humble materials" with her 
love of natural textures and historic costume to explore 
Southern identity through her perspective as an African-
American woman. 

“My work is an investigation of my Southern identity through the lens of my 
own upbringing. While exploring my often dichotomous relationship of personal 
agency and acceptance, I tapped into my complex history navigating gender. The 
egg form is a symbol of femininity, gestation and development. Hand-stitching 
each braid together in twisting and spiraling patterns that engulf the egg 
highlight my complicated relationship with acceptable norms of femininity.”

Zipporah Camille Thompson is a visual artist and sculptor 
based in Atlanta, Georgia. Thompson explores ritual and 
alchemical transformations through the unknown and 
through universals, including death, catastrophe, chaos, and 
the cosmos. Metamorphosed, shapeshifters and hybrid 
landscapes reflect various archaeological, psychological, 
and ecological perspectives, as well as a personal 
investigation of self and identity. 

She received her MFA from the University of Georgia and her BFA from the 
University of North Carolina Charlotte.  She has shown at the Zuckerman 
Museum of Art, Trestle Gallery in Brooklyn, as well as a host of other venues and 
spaces.  Thompson is most recently a recipient of the Zenobia Scholarship Award 



for residency at the Watershed Center for the Ceramic Arts, in Newcastle, ME, a 
2018 NCECA Multicultural Fellow, and a 2018 Idea Capital Research & 
Development Travel grantee.   She is currently a selected artist for The Creatives 
Program, with studio residency at The Goat Farm.  Thompson is represented by 
Whitespace Gallery in Atlanta, GA.

Arianna Khmelniuk is an olfactory artist, anti-disciplinary 
researcher, and founder of the zapah_lab. Currently based in 
Atlanta, GA, the zapah_lab is a research-based project 
dedicated to utilizing scent in an art context and critique, 
media- and speculative design to push future possibilities 
that awaken us to a better understanding of ourselves and 
the environment. 

captio kap.ti.o (capture)
Through installation captio, the artist is meditating on the ambivalence and 
objectification of the female body and virginity, as for example in the state 
religion of ancient Rome.  The captio is dedicated to Vestal Virgins (Vestālēs). The 
captio means “capture” in Latin. Despite the powers and privileges granted to 
the Vestal Virgins, they were still living in a patriarchal society that controlled all 
aspects of their lives. As priestesses their main task was to guard the sacred flame 
in the Temple of Vesta, keeping the fire alight.
The choosing ceremony was known as a captio (capture). Once a girl was chosen 
to be a Vestal, the pontifex pointed to her and led her away from her parents with 
the words, "I take you, Amata (“beloved”), to be a Vestal priestess, who will carry 
out sacred rites which it is the law for a Vestal priestess to perform on behalf of 
the Roman people, on the same terms as her who was a Vestal 'on the best terms' 
" (thus, with all the entitlements of a Vestal). As soon as she entered the atrium of 
Vesta's temple, she was under the goddess's service and protection.



MaDora Frey is currently serving a residency with the 
Atlanta Contemporary Art Center’s Studio Artist program. 
She has exhibited domestically with solo shows in Seattle, 
WA, and New York City, with a forthcoming solo exhibition at 
Georgia State University. Her work has been shown 
internationally with exhibitions in Belgium, Spain, and 
Germany. Frey was recently commissioned by the Katonah 
Museum of Art to create a large-scale outdoor public work 
on the museum campus. Accolades include the Prince of 
Wales Fellowship in Normandy, France, publication in New 
American Paintings, and two-time grant recipient at Vermont 
Studio Center. She is a founding member of NYC art 
collective Future Present. She studied at the Florence 
Academy, Florence, Italy and received her MFA, magna cum 
laude, from the New York Academy of Art. Frey is 
represented by Massey Klein Gallery in New York City. 

MaDora Frey’s  experiential  sculptures combine drawings,  light,  and reflective 
surfaces on multi-dimensional structures. Citing the landscapes of the frenetic 
city where she currently lives and her rural Southern roots as points of departure, 
Frey  generates  optically  mysterious,  luminous  geographies.  The  tension  of 
resolving  her  relationships  with  disparate  environments  dissolves  into 
wonderment – as if by some alchemical process. Desire for both creates an “in-
between”  place  or  third  space.  This  third  space  is  occupied  by  the  often 
universally  felt  sense  of  inhabiting  two places  at  once,  without  quite  feeling 
present in either.
Frey  finds  contradictory  materials  and  visual  languages  particularly  alluring, 
such as mirrored surfaces. Mythically thought to offer portals to other worlds or 
to reveal the soul, reflective surfaces are perhaps even more omnipresent in the 
current  day  as  façades  of  contemporary  skyscrapers.  Light  carries  spiritual 
associations like transcendence and the after-life, but also illuminates factories, 
industrial spaces. Drawings present in the work, handmade with liquid graphite 
might easily be mistaken for computer-generated images.



With careful attention to forms and material choices, Frey constructs sculptures 
that read as oracles, as if they are communicating something to the viewer. The 
works  literally  and  metaphorically  reflect  place  and  viewer,  shifting  and 
changing in real time as people and light around them move. Illusion of edge, 
shadow and light overlap and disrupt a sense of recognizable space, birthing the 
third space. Through her work, Frey invites us to revise our ideas of “location” 
and  “place”.  Because  much  of  our  lives  exist  in  our  minds,  a  dynamic  and 
shifting space, Frey’s work welcomes viewers to locate themselves by mapping 
emotional  connections  instead  of  relying  on  GPS  to  determine  personal 
coordinates.

All photos by Rukayah Oluronbi.



“i waz missin somethin
somethin so important
somethin promised
a layin on of hands
fingers near my forehead
strong
cool
movin
makin me whole
sense
pure
all the gods comin into me
layin me open to myself
i waz missin somethin
somethin promised
somethin free
a layin on of hands
i know bout/ layin on bodies/ layin

outta man
bringin him all my fleshy self & some of

my pleasure
bein taken full eager wet like i get sometimes
i waz missin somethin
a layin on of hands
not a man 
layin on
not my mama/ holdin me tight/ sayin
i’m always gonna be her girl
not a layin on of bosom & womb
a layin on of hands
the holiness of myself released
i sat up one nite walkin a boardin house
screamin/ cryin/ the ghost of another

woman
who waz missin what i waz missin
i wanted to jump up outta my bones



& be done wit myself
leave me alone
& go on in the wind
it waz too much
i fell into a numbness
til the only tree i cd see
took me up in her branches
held me in the breeze
made me dawn dew
that chill at daybreak
the sun wrapped me up swingin rose

light everywhere
the sky laid over me like a million men
i waz cold/ i waz burnin up/ a child
& endlessly weavin garments for the 

moon
wit my tears
i found god in myself
& i loved her/ i loved her fiercely”

Shange, Ntozake. “a layin on of hands.” For Colored Girls Who Have Considered Suicide/ 
When the Rainbow Is Enuf, Scribner, 1975, p. 60-63.


